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ABSTRACT

In this paper, benefits and challenges related to binaural rendering for conventional stereo content are explained in terms of width of the sound stage, timbral changes, perceived distance and naturalness of phantom sources. To resolve some of the identified issues, a two-stage process consisting of a spatial decomposition followed by dedicated post processing methods is proposed. In the first stage, several direct sound source signals and additional ambience components are extracted from the stereo content. These signals are subsequently processed with dedicated algorithms to render virtual sound sources by means of HRTF or BRIR convolution, and to render an additional diffuse sound field with the correct inter-aural coherence properties based on the extracted ambience signals. It is argued that this approach results in a wider sound stage, more natural and accurate spatial imaging of sound sources, and resolves the “here and now” versus the “there and then” duality for room acoustic simulation in binaural rendering methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

Binaural rendering \cite{1,2} is relatively widely used for applications which present multi-channel surround audio over headphones, e.g., gaming and mobile video. In these applications, consumers can experience multi-channel surround sound without the need of a dedicated loudspeaker setup, and without disturbing other persons present in the same physical environment.

Another niche market is the use of binaural rendering for mastering and monitoring with headphones. Professional audio engineers are taught and trained to create mixes and perform the mastering process on loudspeakers, and often switch between different loudspeaker sets to verify whether their work
translates well on these. Such switching requires the availability of a multitude of loudspeaker setups and reproduction environments, which can be costly and space consuming. Additionally, amateur and semi-professional audio engineers are increasingly benefiting from virtual audio reproduction techniques that are commercially available. This group of audio enthusiasts often have a small music studio in their homes, and hence the use of virtual loudspeakers over headphones minimizes the disturbance for their family members.

The rendering of binaural audio over headphones comes with a set of relatively well-known challenges (see [3, 4] for overviews). For the sake of completeness, and to motivate the work described in this paper, the various challenges are reviewed:

**Anthropometric inter-subject variability:**
Without individualized head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) or individualized binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs), sound source localization can be subject to errors due to a mismatch between the localization cues of the subject’s own ears and those present in the employed transfer functions [5,6].

**Conflicting auditory and proprioceptive cues:**
The absence of the correction for head rotation on auditory localization cues can result in an increase in localization errors, especially in the front/back direction [7,8].

**Positioning accuracy versus cost trade-off:**
A limited number of (virtual) loudspeakers often necessitates the use of amplitude panning techniques, which come with certain limitations related to their maximum allowed spacing. As a rule of thumb, amplitude panning only works for frontal positions and is not applicable to lateral positions, while the maximum allowed angular distance between two loudspeakers is approximately 60 degrees [9–11].

**Perceived externalization:**
To obtain a convincing out-of-head sound source localization and a correct sound source distance, proper simulation of the acoustic environment is required [12–16]. The use of such simulation may however result in undesirable timbral changes due to comb-filter interactions between direct sound and reflections.

**“Here and now” or “there and then” dualism:**
Binaural algorithms often involve room acoustic simulation (“here and now”) to result in a sufficient out-of-head percept. However, this virtual reproduction environment can be significantly different from the environment of the actual recording (e.g., “there and then”), resulting in potentially conflicting or ambiguous room acoustic cues.

Without individualized head related transfer functions (HRTFs) or binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs), and without head tracking, externalization is often limited and front/back confusions can occur. Despite of this, for multi-channel surround audio, the potential benefit of using binaural rendering versus a downmix, e.g. an ITU downmix [17], is obvious: the rear channels are rendered spatially distinctly from the front channels, enhancing the extent of the auditory spatial image compared to stereo presentation.

On the other hand, the enhancement of two-channel stereo headphone playback by means of binaural rendering is not used so widely. This could be attributable to a potentially negative balance between benefits and drawbacks of the existing approaches as listed above. In this paper, we therefore discuss solutions with the goal of targeting the last three challenges.

More specifically, we propose the use of upmixing techniques (spatial decomposition of stereo signals) [18–20] to improve the accuracy of localization cues from phantom images that are encapsulated in the stereo content, and to resolve issues related to room acoustic simulation. The idea of upmixing algorithms as pre-processing stage for HRTF convolution per se is not new (see [21, 22] for some practical examples). Our novelty relies in the fact that we use signals extracted from the stereo content itself for room acoustic simulation. For this purpose, we propose that stereo signals are first decomposed into direct and ambient signals, which are further processed and rendered to enhance binaural stereo rendering and enable new trade-offs:
• Direct sound is converted to left, right, and center signals. For these signals, corresponding left, right, and center HRTFs or BRIRs are used, enabling the use of larger opening angles than 60 degrees without degrading the (phantom) center.

• Ambient sound is rendered with left and right HRTFs or BRIRs, possibly with a larger opening angle than direct sound, further widening the resulting auditory spatial image. Alternatively, ambient sound is rendered as diffuse sound field, similarly as proposed in [23].

• Surround ambience channels are generated using upmix techniques and binaurally rendered to further provide auditory spatial image enhancement. Alternatively, surround ambience is rendered as diffuse sound field.

The paper is organized as follows. The upmixing technique we are using to decompose a stereo signal into direct, ambient, and surround signals is summarized in Section 2. Section 3 discusses conventional binaural rendering and its application to upmixed signals, including matrix surround rendering. Section 4 describes the use of different rendering techniques for direct and ambient sound, i.e. binaural and diffuse rendering. Discussion and reporting of informal listening impressions are in Section 5. The conclusions are provided in Section 6.

2. UPMIXING

We are using an upmix, decomposing a stereo signal into three dry direct sound signals: left \( d_L(n) \), center \( d_C(n) \), and right \( d_R(n) \), where \( n \) is the discrete time index of the sampled signals. Further, left and right ambience signals, \( a_L(n) \) and \( a_R(n) \), and left and right surround signals, \( s_L(n) \) and \( s_R(n) \), are computed.

The signals \( d_L(n), d_C(n), d_R(n), a_L(n), \) and \( a_R(n) \) are generated as described in [19,20] for a 3-channel stereo upmix. The surround signals are obtained by

\[
s_L(n) = h(n) * a_L(n - \tau) \\
s_R(n) = h(n) * a_R(n - \tau),
\]

where \( * \) denotes linear convolution and \( h(n) \) is the impulse response of a first or second order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency in a range between 2 and 10 kHz, to mimic the high frequency attenuation property of reverberation resulting from frequency-dependent wall absorptivity. The delay \( \tau \) ensures that the surround signals are not localizable due to the precedence effect [24]. We found a delay corresponding to 40 ms suitable. Alternatively, or additionally, the filters \( h(n) \) may comprise multiple echoes or late reverberation, and may be different for the left and right sides, respectively, to result in lower correlation or coherence between the signals \( s_L(n) \) and \( s_R(n) \).

3. BINARIAL RENDERING

3.1. HRTFs, BRIRs, and BRIR models

A pair of head related transfer functions (HRTFs) models the transfer of sound from a source at a specific position to left and right ear entrances of a listener. The first part of binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs), i.e. the transfer functions of direct sound between a source and ear entrances, corresponds to HRTFs. Additionally, BRIRs capture early and late reflections reaching a listener’s ears.

Using FIR filters to model BRIRs is computationally expensive. On the other hand, the early reflections and reverberation part of the BRIRs are crucial for externalization. For achieving lower computational complexity, BRIRs are often modeled with HRTFs and a reverberator, see e.g. [12,16,25–27]. In the following, unless otherwise noted, when we use the term HRTF we always mean HRTF, BRIR, or BRIR model.

3.2. Conventional binaural stereo rendering

The standard way of rendering stereo signals binaurally is to apply pairs of HRTFs to the left and right stereo signal channels. This corresponds to rendering the left and right channels as left and right sources, illustrated in Figure 1. The angle \( \alpha \) is usually chosen to be 60 degrees in accordance with a standard stereo loudspeaker setup. If externalization is limited, as is often the case, such a binaural signal may evoke a more narrow stereo image than the original stereo signal, due to the choice of \( \alpha \) being only 60 degrees. As mentioned before, larger angles are problematic with amplitude panned sources in the stereo signal.
3.3. Binaural rendering of the upmix signals
The most straightforward option to render upmix signals is to use a dedicated pair of HRTFs for each signal. This approach is illustrated in Figure 2. The angle $\alpha$ can now be chosen larger because the center direct signal is now reproduced with its own dedicated HRTFs instead of being a phantom source. The left and right ambience signals, $a_L$ and $a_R$, may be rendered with the same HRTFs as the left and right direct signals. Alternatively, HRTFs more to the side may be used for rendering $a_L$ and $a_R$, further widening the auditory spatial image. The surround ambience channels, $s_L$ and $s_R$, are rendered with side/rear HRTFs.

3.4. Binaural rendering of matrix surround
Matrix surround [28] downmixes (“Lt, Rt”) can be rendered like multi-channel surround audio signals, by using an enhanced stereo decomposition [29].

In addition to front direct sound channels ($d_L, d_R, d_C$), also rear direct sound channels ($d_{Ls}, d_{Rs}$) are computed by considering matrix surround cues (positive and negative amplitude ratios [29]). The $d_{Ls}$ and $d_{Rs}$ signals are rendered using distinct HRTFs.

4. BINAURAL AND DIFFUSE RENDERING
Alternatively to what has been described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, the stereo and/or surround ambience channels, $a_L, a_R, s_L$ and $s_R$, may be rendered under the assumption that they represent a diffuse sound field. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

Diffuse sound appears as left and right ear input signals which are nearly fully correlated at low frequencies with decreasing correlation as frequency increases [23, 30]. It has also been shown that the correct correlation is required for a proper distance percept [31]. In the sequel, it is assumed that for left and right ambience and surround signals, $x_L = a_L + s_L$, $x_R = a_R + s_R$, the expected energies are equal and the signals are assumed to be independent:

$$\langle x_L^2 \rangle = \langle x_R^2 \rangle,$$

$$\langle x_L x_R \rangle = 0.$$
can be formulated in terms of filter responses as:

\[ \rho_n(x) \text{ adheres to the desired coherence function} \]

where \( (\cdot)^c \) is the complex conjugation operator. The second requirement is that the diffuse rendered signals \( y_L, y_R \):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  y_L \\
  y_R
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\alpha) & -\sin(\alpha) \\
  \sin(\alpha) & \cos(\alpha)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  h_M \ast x_M \\
  h_S \ast x_S
\end{bmatrix},
\]

adhere to the desired coherence function \( \rho(f) \). This can be formulated in terms of filter responses as:

\[
\rho(f) = \frac{(H_M(f) + H_S(f))(H_M(f) - H_S(f))^c}{H_M(f)H_M^c(f) + H_S(f)H_S^c(f)}. \tag{7}
\]

In the case that the phase responses of \( H_M(f) \) and \( H_S(f) \) are identical (for example when using linear-phase filters), this simplifies to:

\[
|H_M(f)| = \sqrt{1 + \rho(f)} \tag{8}
\]

Under these assumptions, a desired coherence characteristic \( \rho(f) \) as a function of frequency \( f \) can be realized by the subsequent steps of stereo rotation, filtering, and inverse rotation as visualized in Fig. 4.

The signal pair \( x_L, x_R \) is first rotated using a rotation matrix \( R(\alpha) \) with an angle \( \alpha = \pi/4 \) to obtain a mid/side decomposition \( x_M, x_S \):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x_M \\
  x_S
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\alpha) & \sin(\alpha) \\
  -\sin(\alpha) & \cos(\alpha)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  x_L \\
  x_R
\end{bmatrix}. \tag{4}
\]

Subsequently, the signals \( x_M, x_S \) are filtered with filters \( h_M, h_S \) with corresponding frequency responses \( H_M(f) \) and \( H_S(f) \), respectively. The filters are designed such that they adhere to an overall energy preservation requirement:

\[
H_M(f)H_M^c(f) + H_S(f)H_S^c(f) = 2, \tag{5}
\]

where \( (\cdot)^c \) is the complex conjugation operator. The second requirement is that the diffuse rendered signals \( y_L, y_R \):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  y_L \\
  y_R
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
  \cos(\alpha) & -\sin(\alpha) \\
  \sin(\alpha) & \cos(\alpha)
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
  h_M \ast x_M \\
  h_S \ast x_S
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{6}
\]

adhere to the desired coherence function \( \rho(f) \). This can be formulated in terms of filter responses as:

\[
\rho(f) = \frac{(H_M(f) + H_S(f))(H_M(f) - H_S(f))^c}{H_M(f)H_M^c(f) + H_S(f)H_S^c(f)}. \tag{7}
\]

In the case that the phase responses of \( H_M(f) \) and \( H_S(f) \) are identical (for example when using linear-phase filters), this simplifies to:

\[
|H_M(f)| = \sqrt{1 + \rho(f)} \tag{8}
\]

The resulting magnitude spectra of \( H_M(f) \) and \( H_S(f) \) are shown in Fig. 5. The coherence function \( \rho(f) \) used to generate these filter responses was adopted from [32]. The filter \( H_M(f) \) (solid line) which is applied to the mid signal \( x_M \) has a gain of approximately +3 dB at low frequencies, and gradually decreases toward 0 dB when frequency increases. The filter \( H_S(f) \) (dashed line) which is applied to the side signal \( x_S \), has a high-pass character with a -3 dB cut-off frequency of approximately 260 Hz.

Another option is to only render the surround signals \( s_L, s_R \) as diffuse sound and render the stereo ambience signals \( a_L, a_R \) using HRTFs, illustrated in Figure 6. This can be motivated as follows: the surround signals are generated with the goal to only represent room signals. This can not be generally said about the ambience signals. The ambience signals, as obtained by the stereo decomposition, are often full-band and contain also un-correlated direct sound.

The scheme shown in Figure 7 illustrates the various rendering options that have been described so far. The stereo signal is decomposed into direct sound, ambient, and surround signals. Direct sound signals are rendered with binaural rendering (rendering with HRTFs, BRIRs, or BRIR models). Ambient and
surround signals are either rendered with binaural or diffuse rendering.

5. DISCUSSION
The approach of using upmixing techniques with binaural and diffuse rendering has several potential advantages over the use of binaural stereo rendering alone or the use of additional means of acoustic room simulation to achieve a sufficient level of externalization:

- The filter transfer functions $H_m(f)$ and $H_s(f)$ can be realized with relatively simple, low-order filters. Consequently, the computational complexity of this approach is often significantly lower compared to HRTF or BRIR convolution, or room acoustic simulation as additional module.

- By using the ambience components from the original recording instead of a re-creation of a virtual playback environment, the “here and now” versus “there and then” dualism is solved.

- Diffuse rendering resolves the issue of having to select azimuth and elevation angles for these components if they would have to be reproduced by acoustic sources with a specific direction or position.

- The direct signals left $d_L(n)$, center $d_C(n)$, and right $d_R(n)$ can be rendered with HRTFs with a larger angle than 60 degrees due to the extraction of the center channel $d_C(n)$, and their positions can be modified independently from the ambience components. This property is of great interest when employing a head tracker to resolve conflicting auditory and proprioceptive cues. In such case, the direct signals $d_L(n)$, $d_C(n)$, $d_R(n)$ can be rendered at a position depending on the position of the head, while the ambience signals can be generated as described above without any dependency on the head orientation.

Several informal listening experiments were conducted with the approach described in Section 4. From listeners’ feedback, we learned that listeners appreciate the wider, and more accurate sound stage and the more natural room simulation as compared to conventional binaural rendering methods employing a reverberation module. This informal result is also in line with more formal tests conducted by [4], that also showed that a sound stage that is wider than 60 degrees is often preferred, provided that the center channel is properly reproduced.
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explained the benefits and drawbacks of binaural rendering for stereo audio content. It was explained that there exists a trade-off between sound field width (i.e., the opening angle of the virtual speakers) and the naturalness of the center source. Furthermore, when HRTFs are applied to stereo signals, room acoustic simulation is likely to be required for a proper distance and out-of-head percept. Such room simulation may interfere with the room acoustic properties encapsulated in the recording itself, and may result in undesirable timbre changes due to comb-filter interactions between reflections and the direct sound.

To overcome and resolve these trade-offs, the use of spatial decomposition (or upmixing) methods is proposed, in combination with dedicated post processing algorithms. The spatial decomposition method splits the incoming audio signals into several direct and ambience components to allow independent post processing of these signals. Furthermore, the decomposition method reduces the need for amplitude panning and phantom imaging by extracting more than two direct channels, allowing a wider sound stage when compared to (virtual) stereo reproduction without degradation of a the center channel.

The direct signals can be rendered using pairs of HRTFs associated with virtually any sound source position, while the ambience components can be processed to simulate a diffuse sound field as captured by the two ears. This can be achieved by relatively simple operations such as stereo field rotation and filtering.

Informal listening tests confirmed that the proposed method results in an improved attractiveness for the application of binaural rendering algorithms with conventional stereo content. In future research we will focus on further refinement of the proposed approach.
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